Who is MPS Energy?

MPS Energy is part MPS and
specialises in the provision of
energy services in the social
housing sector. MPS has been
caring for residents’ homes for
over 25 years. Our people are
experts in estate management
and property maintenance, as
well as all the main building and
specialist trades.
At MPS Energy, our services focus on identifying
the right solutions for investment, ensuring you
can effectively invest into the welfare of your
buildings, whilst maximising energy and cost
saving strategies.
Whether your aim is energy reduction, carbon
savings or asset flexibility, we can advise on
the best solution to deliver your business goals.
Our team of expert energy consultants can help
arrange and manage your assets with the most
effective energy strategy.

Energy services

We believe in providing residents with warm and safe
homes. So, our focus is firmly on maintaining the economic
and efficient operational capacity of the boilers we install or
repair.
Our experienced team have a strong track record of
delivering commercial and domestic boilers, as well
as district mains and communal heating, distribution
infrastructure, pipe work, ventilation systems, controls
upgrade and full compliance testing.

OUR ENERGY SERVICES

Every year, MPS Energy delivers over
50,000 gas services, 60,000 repairs,
3,000 domestic boiler installations and
over 150 boiler and plant room installs
or upgrades to social housing clients
across the UK.
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Domestic and Commercial Gas Installations, servicing and
electrical testing

Repairs
Renewables – ASHPs (Air Source Heat Pumps) and Solar

ECO Funding – Delivered in partnership with C6 Funding

Domestic boiler
installations

Insulation – External Wall Insulation, Cavity Wall Insulation,
Internal Wall Insulation and Loft
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Our Fuel Switch Solution

17-18%

of the UK population is off gas

Customers in off grid properties
often have a higher propensity
to be in fuel poverty, due to the
higher cost of fuel

Annual household
energy savings can be
this equates to approximately

4.4m homes

OFF GRID
properties typically have

lower SAP ratings

£530

for homes moving
from electricity

£460

for homes moving
from LPG

£380

for homes moving
from solid fuels

£110

for homes moving
from oil

WE DO ALL THE LEG WORK
We will apply for funding on your behalf so you don’t have to.

SWITCH TO SUSTAINABLE HOMES
AND CHEAPER FUEL BILLS
IMPROVING HOMES FOR THE FUTURE
The most cost effective way to increase
the SAP rating across your housing stock
is through fuel switching.

Leveraging our unique position, we will incorporate funding
initiatives to support the application.

AFTER THAT, IT’S EASY…
Initial fuel switching discussion

Many households across the UK live in fuel poverty, unable
to afford the high costs of electricity, coal, oil or LPG.

Basis stock data provided

For many of us, gas central heating is a given, but today
approximately 18% of the UK population are living off gas,
which means about 4.4 million homes may be affected.

Application submitted to local
network provider

Gas heating is not only a cost effective method of heating,
it is also more energy efficient and environmentally friendly
than other fossil fuels.

Detailed stock evaluation

At MPS Energy, we believe everyone deserves the right to a
warm home, which is why we are providing a dedicated fuel
switching solution, Switched On.

Fundamental recommendations
provided

Switched On is our unique proposition that enables us to
connect residents’ homes to mains gas.

Approach agreed
Work commences

MPS helps Southampton’s most
vulnerable residents out of fuel poverty
An estimated 10,000 households
in Southampton are in fuel poverty,
which is 10% of all households in
the city (Southampton City Council).
Working with Southampton City
Council, MPS installed boilers into
50 homes in Southampton.

WHAT IS FUEL POVERTY?
Fuel poverty occurs when a household has to spend more
than 10% of its income on total fuel use to keep their
property at a comfortable standard of warmth (21°C in the
living room and 18°C in other occupied rooms).
The cause of fuel poverty stems from a combination of
low household income, inefficient housing and high energy
costs. As a result, residents who are forced to live in cold
homes can be at risk of ealth issues which can impact
their quality of life. At MPS, we believe everyone deserves
the right to a warm home, which is why we are providing a
dedicated fuel-switching solution: Switched On.

WHAT IS A SWITCHED ON?
Switched On is MPS’ fuel switch programme which
identifies properties that are not on the gas grid and
connects them to the mains, where possible. Our fully
coordinated programme brings together specialist partners,
meaning we can provide a new central heating system to
your residents for their heating and hot water.

BENEFITS TO COUNCILS
The new heating systems will benefit Southampton City
Council who should now see fewer boiler related issues
and unhappy residents, all whilst meeting their obligations
to provide energy efficient properties. The Switched On
programme also supports housing providers to achieve SAP
targets for some of the most ‘hard to treat’ properties within
their stock.

HOW DID MPS HELP
SOUTHAMPTON CITY COUNCIL?
Working with Southern Gas Networks, MPS’ experienced
team of supervisors and trade operatives carried out our
Switched On fuel switch programme over a 9 month period
from start to finish.
With the aim to reduce energy costs for Southampton’s most
vulnerable residents, we provided an end-to-end service which
included feasibility, tenant engagement, and the arrangement
of available funding to deliver the programme.

STATISTICS
The unemployed claimant rate for
Hampshire, including Southampton,
stands at 0.9% and 30,776 of
Southampton’s population are
pensioners (ONS).
To ensure the most vulnerable
residents were benefiting from our
Switched On scheme, one of the
following criteria had to be met:
• Residents have to live in the
20% most deprived areas of
Southampton
• and be of the age of 70 or over and/
or in receipt of a qualifying benefit.

MPS Tower Block Solutions

MPS specialises in bespoke solutions,
that deliver energy efficient commercial
heating and solutions to residential tower
blocks with multiple occupancy. Our
comprehensive suite of products and
services support our customers wherever
they are on their journey, and we tailor
our approach to meet their specific needs.

We utilise the latest technology and educate customers
to deliver positive outcomes to the client, customer
and community.
From feasibility and planning, through to aftercare our
tower block solutions provide a bespoke offering to suit
our client needs.

Centralised
heating system

New LED
lighting
Full
maintenance
programme

Insulation &
cladding

State of the art
BMS system
Full wet system
installation
with HIUs

Solar thermal
and solar PV

Solutions for
Multiple Occupancy Dwellings
Feasibility and impact –
carbon emissions impact

Consultation – with client
and customer

Design

Planning

Application

Aftercare

Who MPS Energy work with

MPS & HOME GROUP
• Award winning project to
create 123 warmer, more
energy efficient homes in
Bransty, Whitehaven.
• Completed September 2018
• Regional Winner in the
North West Energy Efficient
Awards 2018.

MPS & WREXHAM
COUNTY COUNCIL

MPS & RIVERSIDE
HOUSING

• Planned Maintenance
Project – Voids

• Carlisle refurbishment project

• £5m per annum (was initially
estimated at £1.5m per annum)
• 2017 – 2021
• Delivering across a large region in
North Wales
• 11207 properties

• July 2017 – December 2017
• Complex project based in Cumbria
across multiple sites
• Vulnerable customers
• Project delivered within
timeframe – client very satisfied
• £900K
• Scope: roofing, external render,
external wall extraction and
insulation, brickwork repairs,
replacement of timber windows

Saving money

Customer
service

Home servicing

Commercial gas
installation

Domestic gas
installation

Electrical testing

Air Source
Heat Pumps

Solar

Installation – external
wall insulation

Installation – cavity
wall insulation

Installation – internal
wall insulation

Installation – loft

ECO funding

Boiler support

Energy performance
reporting

Call this number:

0845 608 0340

Visit this website:

mpshousing.co.uk
MPS is part of
the Mears Group

